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The Green Shield
how a wilderness approach can help protect natural
world heritage from climate change and other
pressures
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When it comes to climate change adaptation,
bigger parks are better for biodiversity
Buffering Capacity & Stability
Biological Diversity & Adaptive Capacity

Climate change impacts are all pervasive
Biological, ecological &
evolutionary response to climate
change impacts include…
 Species distributions
 Ecological community
composition
 Vegetation structure
 Terrestrial carbon dynamics
 Stoichiometry & nutrient cycles
 Co-evolutionary relations
 Trophic interactions
 Evolution (inheritable genetic
change in a population)
Source: IPCC AR5

Natural adaptive processes are the key
It is biodiversity attributes and related processes that confer buffering,
stability, resilience, adaptive capacity, and transformative potential on
an ecosystem and biodiversity
We need to consider:
 Scale at which the attribute or process operates, where “stand,
landscape, regional scales” are comparable to “alpha, beta, gamma
diversity”

 Potential impact of climate change on the effectiveness of the
characteristics and processes to confer resilience
Source: Thompson I., Mackey B., McNulty S. and Mosseler A. (2009). Forest Resilience, Biodiversity, and Climate Change. A
synthesis of the biodiversity/ resilience/stability relationship in forest ecosystems. Secretariat of the Convention on
Biological Diversity, Montreal. Technical Series no. 43

Intact ecosystem landscapes more stable & resilience
The natural biodiversity of IEL provides them with ecosystem resilience in the face of
external perturbations including climate change delivering: stability + adaptive
capacity
Ecosystem resilience capacities:

•

Self-regeneration after disturbance such as
fire

•

Resistance to and recovery from pests and
diseases

•

Local adaptations to new environmental
conditions

•

Tight controls on nutrient cycles in mature
ecosystems
Source: IPPC TAR 2007
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